In this paper, we develop a new automated surface registration system based on surface conformal parameter-23 ization by holomorphic 1-forms, inverse consistent surface fluid registration, and multivariate tensor-based mor-24 phometry (mTBM). First, we conformally map a surface onto a planar rectangle space with holomorphic 1-forms.
a b s t r a c t a r t i c l e i n f o In this paper, we develop a new automated surface registration system based on surface conformal parameter-23 ization by holomorphic 1-forms, inverse consistent surface fluid registration, and multivariate tensor-based mor-24 phometry (mTBM). First, we conformally map a surface onto a planar rectangle space with holomorphic 1-forms.
25 Second, we compute surface conformal representation by combining its local conformal factor and mean curva-26 ture and linearly scale the dynamic range of the conformal representation to form the feature image of the sur-27 face. Third, we align the feature image with a chosen template image via the fluid image registration algorithm, 28 which has been extended into the curvilinear coordinates to adjust for the distortion introduced by surface pa-29 rameterization. The inverse consistent image registration algorithm is also incorporated in the system to jointly 30 estimate the forward and inverse transformations between the study and template images. This alignment in-31 duces a corresponding deformation on the surface. We tested the system on Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging 32 Initiative (ADNI) baseline dataset to study AD symptoms on hippocampus. In our system, by modeling a hippo-33 campus as a 3D parametric surface, we nonlinearly registered each surface with a selected template surface. Then 34 we used mTBM to analyze the morphometry difference between diagnostic groups. Experimental results show 35 that the new system has better performance than two publicly available subcortical surface registration tools: 36 FIRST and SPHARM. We also analyzed the genetic influence of the Apolipoprotein E ∈ 4 allele (ApoE4), which is 37 considered as the most prevalent risk factor for AD. Our work successfully detected statistically significant differ-38 ence between ApoE4 carriers and non-carriers in both patients of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and healthy 39 in 3D (Davatzikos, 1996 ; Thompson et al., 2000) . This flow can be 71 constrained using anatomic landmark points or curves (Auzias et the ' 2 -norm to measure differences in curvature profiles or convexity 79 or by using mutual information to align scalar fields 80 of various differential geometric parameters defined on the surface 81 (Wang et al., 2005b) . Artificial neural networks may also be used to 82 rule out or favor certain types of feature matches (Pitiot et al., 2003) . 83 Finally, correspondences may be determined by using a minimum de- Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) score (Folstein et al., 1975) ,
231
Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) (Berg, 1988) , and Delayed Logical
232
Memory Test (Wechsler, 1987) .
233
Image acquisition and preprocessing
234
All T1-weighted images were automatically segmented using A segmentation and surface construction chart showing the key steps in our system. After the hippocampal surfaces were extracted from MRI scans automatically with FIRST, we computed their conformal parameterization with holomorphic 1-forms. Then feature images were generated by combining the local conformal factor and mean curvature that were computed from the conformal parameterizations. After the inverse consistent fluid registration was done in the feature image domain, we deformed the surfaces using the obtained displacements. The statistics of multivariate TBM were computed at each point on the resultant matching surface. Then the Hotelling T 2 test was applied to compute differences between two different groups.
are too many obtuse angles (negative cotangent weight terms 2 In mathematics, a simplicial complex is a topological space that is constructed by gluing together points, line segments, triangles, and their n-dimensional counterparts.
A simplicial k-complex K k is a simplicial complex where the largest dimension of any component in K k equals k. In our settings, a simplicial 1-complex is an edge.
where γ is an arbitrary path joining p to a fixed point p 0 on the surface. 333 The details of our holomorphic 1-form based conformal parameteriza-334 tion algorithms were reported in our prior work (Wang et al., 2007, 335 2011b). Fig. 3 
343
For a general surface and its conformal parameterization ϕ : S→R 2 , 344 the conformal factor at a point p can be determined by the formula: 
385 386
Here v(x) is the deformation velocity, μ and τ are the viscosity con- . In (a), the boundaries generated in the topology optimization step were labeled in blue color. Each side of the hippocampal surface was conformally mapped to a rectangle in the parameter domain. The overlaid checkerboard texture is used to demonstrate angle preserving property; the shading effect on the parameter space was generated by rendering the original 3D surface with the surface normal directions on each point. In (b), surface geometric features were color coded. The parameterization results and geometric features were used for surface registration and morphometric analysis.
414 efficiency compared with the latter method. As shown in Fig. 4 Let I 1 (x), I 2 (x) be two images, using the sum of squared intensity 455 differences as the matching cost function, the inverse consistent 456 image registration problem seeks two mappings h(x) and g(x) to min-
457
imize the following energy function:
458 459
where h(x) = x − u f (x) is the mapping from image I 1 to image I 2
460
(forward direction) and u f (x) is the forward displacement field. 
475 476
where the forward force field
and backward force field 
Here, is an infinitesimally small positive time step. η 1 ,η 2 ,ξ 1 ,ξ 2 are 488 computed as (Chiang et al., 2008) :
491 492
493
Multivariate tensor-based morphometry statistics
494
Suppose ϕ: S 1 → S 2 is a map from the surface S 1 to the surface S 2 .
495
To simplify the formulation, we use the isothermal coordinates of 496 both surfaces as the arguments. Let (u 1 , v 1 ) be the isothermal coordi-
497
nates of S 1 and S 2 . The Riemannian metric of S i is represented as
In the local parameters, the map ϕ can 499 be represented as ϕ(u 1 ,v 1 ) = (ϕ 1 (u 1 ,v 1 ),ϕ 2 (u 1 ,v 1 )). The derivative 500 map of ϕ is the linear map between the tangent spaces, dϕ: 501 TM(p) → TM(ϕ(p)), induced by the map ϕ. In the local parameter do-502 main, the derivative map is the Jacobian Q4 of ϕ: In practice, smooth surfaces are approximated by triangle meshes.
517
In the triangle mesh surface, the derivative map dϕ is approximated We have developed an automatic algorithm to identify two land-576 mark curves at the front and back of the hippocampal surface,
577
representing its anterior junction with the amygdala, and its posterior 578 limit as it turns into the white matter of the fornix (the hole bound-579 aries are shown as blue curves in Fig. 3(a) ) ).
580
They are biologically valid and consistent landmarks across subjects.
581
Given the hippocampal tube-like shape, these landmark curves can to a rectangle plane using holomorphic 1-forms.
601
We chose to encode surface features using a compound scalar 602 function based on the local conformal factor and the mean curvature: Multivariate tensor-based morphometry statistics section).
623
Associating hippocampal morphometry and clinical characteristics
624
To check the group difference between any two groups (AD vs. 
766 linked with hippocampal atrophy in all subjects or in just the non-AD 767 subjects. In their study, 400 subjects with 100 AD subjects, 200 MCI sub-768 jects, and 100 healthy controls from ADNI baseline data were analyzed 769 with surfaces segmented by a prior work healthy subjects and patients with MCI; gated a rather small ApoE4 sample (n = 5 patients) and Pievani et al.
816
(2011) used the manually traced hippocampal contours to segment 817 the hippocampal shape in a small patient data set (n = 28 patients).
818
Our work is the first study, to our knowledge, which found ApoE4 ApoE4 carriers. Fig. 9 shows the significance p-maps of all five experi- 
860
For the fifth experiment, all three methods achieved comparable perfor-861 mance but none was statistically significant when using mTBM as the 862 morphometry statistics.
863

Discussion
864
The current study has two main contributions. First, we built a 865 subcortical structure surface morphometry system with conformal image of a cylinder ( Fig. 12(a) ). The SPHARM image segmentation and 908 surface construction tool generated the surface model ( Fig. 12(a) ).
909
Then, a C-shape was added to the cylinder model at two different 910 locations to simulate the region of interests (ROI) on different surfaces
911
( Fig. 12(b) ). The combination of the C-shape and the cylindrical surface in Fig. 12(b) was introduced from the SPHARM surface construction tool.
915
For a fair comparison, we applied these two surfaces as the input for both color. In Fig. 12(d) , we can see that the resulting C-shape is not totally 925 in red, which indicated that the two ROIs were not well aligned. We 926 also see that some surface features were lost or altered during the recon-927 struction. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 12(c) , the C-shape on the our experiments, we applied the inverse consistent surface fluid regis-957 tration on both directions to register surface 1 to surface 2 (the first 958 row in Fig. 13 ) and surface 2 to surface 1 (the second row in Fig. 13 ).
959
We tried to perform the registrations with or without the parameteriza- 
987
On the other hand, conformal parameterization was adopted in to certain domains exist on every simply connected Riemann surface.
992
The discrete conformal mapping has a rigorous theoretic definition by the conformal parameterization may help us achieve an efficient and 1071 stable solution for surface morphometry study.
1072
System structure design
1073
As a shape analysis software tool, the input to our system is the . We visualize the pull-back metric by drawing those equal-spaced black strips defined on the target surfaces back to the source surfaces. Overall the registration results with the area distortion correction ((c) and (d)) are more uniform, i.e. less drastic area distortion strips, than the ones without the area distortion correction ((e) and (f)).
In computational neuroanatomy research, brain images are usual-1141 ly transformed into a standardized stereotactic space via a global af-1142 fine transformation followed by a nonlinear deformation to match 1143 the atlas or template, which is a fixed reference coordinate system former is a conformal mapping and the latter is not a conformal 
1262 1263
where J 1i k and J 2j k are the Jacobian matrices for the ith subject in one 
1470
The Laplacian can be computed by gradient and divergence as: In detail, three commands from SPHARM system were used in whereLabel.hdr is the input and Label_PP.hdr is the output. 
